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Assistant Directors – Mike & Keri Nelson 540-720-6021 wingvae@sprintmail.com
Chapter Educator – Gordon  & Julie Combs  540-891-0574  gorcom@msn.com
Treasurer– Debbie Carter  540-659-7273  mwcdeb@aol.com
Secretary – Jennifer Carter 540-659-7273 tiburontootsie@aol.com
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Web Dude – Rob Hardisty webdude@battlefieldwings.com
Friendship/Phone Tree/Welcome Committee – Linda Jones  540-898-4111
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richwil97@earthlink.net
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E-Mail Coordinator – Karen Kestner  540-439-2408 kgkestner@erols.com
2005 Chapter Couple/Ways & Means – Dan & Martha Jo Fritz
                                                          540-286-1142
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Phone Tree Coordinator- Harlan Brooks 804-472-5523 h_brooks@excite.com
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Gordon Combs  540-891-0574 Mike Nelson  540-720-6021
Bob Dorminey  540-752- 6661
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Jim and Beverly Travis
Chapter Directors

GWRRA Virginia Chapter E
“Battlefield Wings”

The season is defiantly
starting off with a bang. We
seem to have places to go and things to do, every
weekend. We started the month of May out with the
Chapter E Yard Sale at the Combs residence. I want to
thank Gordon and Julie for inviting us to invade their home

for two days and hold our yard sale in their driveway, to coincide with their housing area
yard sale.
Of course I would be remiss if I didn’t thank all our chapter members that collected and
donated the treasures we had to sell and the chapter members that spent their time and
energy setting up and selling those treasures and buying some of those treasures that
others had brought.
As we had our Monthly Meeting on Wednesday the 18th, it was bright and early ( Ughhh, I
really do hate Bright and Early) Thursday the 19th of May and time to hit the road for
Maggie Valley, NC and the Region N Rally. Beverly, Sean and I piled into our “Little
Truck” and it was down the road. In no time at all we were checked into the motel and on
our way across the street to the Eagles Nest for early registration and to meet old and
new friends. Soon the Pizza Party started and it was Pizza for all. Afterward some of us
headed for the Casino to do our share of donating. As it turned out we came out ahead, I
decided to stay back at the hotel and save my pennies.
Friday morning was time for the Region N Couple Selection and I can truthfully say that I
was glad I wasn’t one of the selection panelists. All of the Couples did an outstanding job
in the presentations, however when all was said and done, Boots and Phyllis Streetman
TN’s District Couple were presented at the opening ceremonies, as the 2004 Region N
Couple of the Year. Speaking of the opening ceremonies, I didn’t realize that Region N
Staff had all that talent.
Summer is into full swing, with groups of motorcycles on the highways and byways. With
all the vehicles on the road, I would be remiss if I didn’t remind everyone to drive
defensively and stay alert. It is a terrible thing to see an accident involving a motorcycle
and a lot worse if you are the one involved. Please drive safe; we want to see more of
you!

See you down the road,

Jim and Beverly Travis
Chapter Directors
GWRRA Chapter VA-E

Chapter Director News Jim & Bev Travis
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Chapter Educator News                    Gordon Combs

FEAR can kill you!
Turn it into Respect
By: James R. Davis

Fear can kill you - it leads to riders
freezing at their controls in an
emergency and taking no corrective
action whatever. It leads to doubts that
are self-fulfilling. "I can't make that turn!" Finally, it leads to

dangerous reactions such as 'grabbing a handful of brake lever' instead of doing a
CONTROLLED panic stop.
But we, ALL OF US, were afraid to begin with. How to get over it should be the question
you answer because by observation you know that virtually all of us did just that.

My suggestions are simple:
Convert fear into respect. Understand and acknowledge that the sport is dangerous
and that what you must do to survive it is UNDERSTAND everything you can about it.
Ignorance is the cause of a great deal of fear.
Make sure that the motorcycle is ALWAYS mechanically sound. Your life depends on
just two wheels, it only makes sense to insure that they are well maintained.
Practice and then practice some more. Practice in all kinds of environments, not just a
parking lot. Practice in the rain. Practice on gravel. Practice stopping and starting on a
hill. Practice stopping quickly (in a parking lot!) Practice going fast (speed limited by
law.) Practice going SLOW - this IS important!
Be prepared. You cannot practice enough to have experienced everything - the car
that moves into your lane at freeway speeds should be an event that is new to you.
The unexpected does happen - often. Sometimes, unfortunately, things break - even if
properly maintained. In other words, you should assume that sooner or later you will
find yourself getting off your motorcycle unintentionally (it falls over in a parking lot
with ten of your friends watching you.) You should be dressed to not only survive that
experience, but so that you will be uninjured or minimally affected by that dismount.
(Can you say 'helmet', 'gloves', 'leather'?)

Now, to go back ... your objective should be to convert fear into respect. I do not mean
respect merely of the dangers or of your motorcycle - those are the least of it. You need
to develop a respect of YOURSELF - an absolute regard for your ability to CONTROL the
motorcycle at all times. An immense pride in YOUR ability to make it - that is, that 100
horsepower machine - do exactly what YOU want it to do.

When that happens, you have won.
It is not for no reason that we ride our motorcycles with grins on our faces.
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            2005 Chapter Couple
Dan & Martha Jo Fritz

Ride we didn’t.  I (Martha Jo) got sick with what I thought
was the flu and didn’t feel like riding my own bike and we
couldn’t carry everything that Dan wants to take when we
go camping.  So the bikes stayed home and we took the truck and the camper to Maggie
Valley, NC for the Region N rally.  As it turned out, I didn’t have the flu at all but had a
sinus infection that expanded to ear infections in both sides by the time we got home on
Sunday.  I’m on antibiotics now and am hopefully on the mend.
We had a good time at the rally.  I took my First Aid/CPR class so that I can retain my
level four status.  We played the games and even took some of the rides (in the truck).
We really got rained on, hard at times -- so hard that our screen room collapsed from the
weight of all the rain.  But that is all right.  We can afford to buy another, because Dan
finally won at 50/50.  He took the big pot at closing ceremonies.  He was so stunned that
he was totally speechless.  I know – you are having trouble believing this, but it is true –
he couldn’t even yell with excitement.  I did, though.

We are really proud of Kathy and Sam. They did a great job at the Couples Selection
program.  They represented Virginia well.  Unfortunately, the judges weren’t as partial as
I am and chose another couple to represent Region N for the next year.

At least Kathy and Sam will be able to direct all their attention to their plans for the All
Chapters picnic.  If you haven’t registered for this yet, there is still time.  There will be a
few surprises and lots of good food.  But you have got to pre-register in order to be
guaranteed a meal.  We also need some fabulous deserts to raffle off again this year for
a good charity (which will be decided upon and announced at a later date).  Chapter E is
known for their great deserts and the cooks who make them.  Let’s keep up our
reputation here.

 I do hope you will all come out on July 23 and have some fun with us.  There will be
flyers available at the meeting along with the registration forms.  Please be sure to pick
one up and put this date on your calendars.  Hope to see you all there.
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DISTRICT
&

REGION NEWS

The 2005 Region N Rally is now
over, and if you didn't attend, you
missed a heck of a good time with
over 700 of your GWRRA friends!!! Below is a listing of some of the

accomplishments of our GWRRA Virginia participants at the Rally.

Jeff & Deb Sterling (Educators VA-I - Manassas) named Region N Educator of the Year
Bobbie Jo Harrison (VA District Rally Media Coordinator) named Region N MED Person 

of the Year
Faith Daulton (Chapter VA-W) became certified as a Medic First Instructor
Dave Huey (Chapter VA-C) became certified as a Rider Education Seminar Presenter
Dave Miller (Chapter VA-U) became certified as a Bike Show Judge
Andre Eason (Chapter VA-I) became qualified as a Road Captain
Lewis Crockett (Chapter VA-C) & Harlan Brooks (VA-E) Region N Horseshoe Pitching 

Champions
Lewis Crockett (Chapter VA-C) was the Oldest Rider in attendance
Suzy Crockett (Chapter VA-C) was the Oldest Co-Rider in attendance
Dwayne Worley (Educator Chapter VA-B) was the Youngest Rider in attendance
Steve Kapsha (Va Beach) won the LTD Raffle - an HP Home Digital Photo Studio
Ken Breen (Chapter VA-A - N. VA) won the Friday Poker Run
50/50 Winners - Dan Fritz (Chapter VA-E), & Carol Lindgren (VA District Dir.)
Gayle Babcock (Chapter VA-I) won $200 Gold Dollars
Bike Show winners were:
Dave Huey (VA-C), Wayne Stewart (VA District Staff),
Don Smith (VA-C), Andre Eason (VA-I), Bobbie Jo Harrison (VA District Staff)

NEW DISTRICT MED COORD NAMED - With much sorrow, we must announce the resignation of
Wayne & Lynette Stewart as District MED Coord. They have done a fantastic job in that position, but
must leave for personal reasons. We are happy to announce that George Craddock & Isabell Gray
have accepted the position and will for now consolidate their Recruiting & Retention and MED
roles. We congratulate George & Izzy and say a big thank you to Wayne & Lynette for the job they
have done.

NEW DISTRICT TRAINERS NAMED - With the departure of Bob & Sandy Renner to become the new
Region N Trainers, John & Peggy Bebb have been named the new VA District Trainers. They have
been serving as Asst. District Trainers, and we know they will do a great job in their new position.

FIVE-HEART BAR RECIPIENTS - According to the June 2005 issue of Wing World magazine, Jim
Travis (CD of VA-E - Fredericksburg) is the recipient of a 5-Heart Bar for recruiting.
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NEW REGION N COY SELECTED - "Boots" & Phyllis Streetman (TN District COY) were selected as
the Region N Couple of the Year at the Region N Rally at Maggie Valley, NC. They will participate in
the 2006 COY selection process at Wing Ding in Nashville, TN. Sam & Kathy Straughn (VA District
COY) participated in the selection process and were very strong contenders. We know they gave it
their all. We appreciate their dedication and efforts and know they would have represented our
Region in a superior manner

NEW REGION N TRAINERS NAMED - Region N Director's Mike & Angie Mitchell announced at the
Region N Rally at Maggie Valley that VA District Trainers Bob & Sandy Renner would be stepping
up to take the Region N Trainers position. CJ & Bo Karcannes have accepted the position of Asst.
National Trainers. We are certainly sorry to see CJ & Bo leave, but we know that all of these people
will do a super job in their new capacities. Congratulations to them all.

VA-V CAPTURES VIRGINIA PLAQUE - 9 participants of Chapter VA-V (Bedford) made
their way to Chapter VA-B's (Virginia Beach), meeting on Wed., June 8, and traveled
back home with the Virginia Traveling Plaque. The plaque will be available on Sat., June
11 at their Chicken-Pickin at Liberty Lake Park in Bedford

REGION PLAQUE HOME AGAIN IN VIRGINIA - Chapters VA-B (Virginia Beach) and
VA-W (Chester) made the ride all the way to Chapter KY-T's (Paintsville, KY) event on
Sat., Jun 4. Chapter VA-B had 5 riders and Chapter VA-W had 20, but since Chapter VA-
B came the furthest distance, they traveled home with the Region N Plaque.
Congratulations Chapter B and condolences to Chapter W, but that's the way it goes. We
know they all had a good time. We understand that VA-B now has both plaques and they
will be available at their June 8th meeting.

CHAPTER NEWS

Mike Lucas 10 Jim & Bev Travis 4
Nancy Willis 18 Anthony & Althea Davis 17
Debbie Carter 21 Ron & Linda Hardisty 18
Alec Kestner 26 Butch & Nancy Groves 23

On May 1, 2005 Chapter O sponsored an all bike challenge to benefit Relay for Life at
Chisholm Creek Park in Yorktown. The weather turned out to be great for this event. In
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attendance were Jim and Beverly Travis and Tony and Tracy Boone. There were several
games, silent auction, great food, a bike challenge which had some great competition for
rider and co-rider. Also they had an egg toss competition. This egg toss went for a long
time and the gap between each partner was at great distances and everyone had an
EGGCELLENT time.

On May 19- 21 fourteen Chapter E members Jim, Beverly and Sean Travis, Harlan and
Sharon Brooks, Dan and Martha Jo Fritz, Kathy O’Neal and Ray Hitt, Ron Hardisty, Lloyd
and Mary Messner and Tony and Tracy Boone  traveled down to the Region N
Appalachian Adventure in Maggie Valley, North Carolina. The event started with pizza
and lots of friendly conversations. The local restaurants and stores opened their doors
with lots to see and buy while each GWRRA member completed the Scavenger Hunt.
The parade of lights was a wonderful event and ended with Ice Cream at the Wheels of
Time Museum. Virginia had some champions: congratulations to Harlan Brooks Chapter
E and Lewis Crockett Chapter C for winning the Region N Horse Shoe Competition. Also
let’s not forget Dan Fritz who won the Saturday 50/50 raffle.  Harlan and Sharon Brooks
invited all the Chapter E members over to the cabin they were renting for a Saturday
lunch. They laid out a great spread of lunchmeats for sandwiches and snacks to fill up on.

Tony and Tracy Boone

Chrome World Ride, the rest of the story……
As I read Larry’s account of this ride in the May issue, I laughed out loud, knowing that
only those on that ride knew the humor “between the lines.”  I would also like to add a
point or two, and a few observations. Larry, you have revealed terrific writing/storytelling
skills, and you will now be hounded to write a piece on every ride you take. Likewise,
your skill and interest in riding and things mechanical have not gone unnoticed, and as is
the GWRRA way, you will be recruited, it’s only a matter of time.  It was not mentioned,
however, that as “Bling-Bling” Combs (AKA – “Little Frankie”) was melting his Visa Card,
Frankie walked around with a frown, as there was nothing in all of Chrome World that
wasn’t already on his bike.  This leads me to gadgets, and Larry had a few on the ride.
His Smart-Tire system told of the tire temperature, and that the rear tire was 5 degrees
warmer than the front. While the ladies of Chapter E may roll their eyes at this bit of info,
it’s just the kind of stuff guys “need” to know.  Then there is Larry’s GPS (Global
Positioning Satellite) unit. This is where I can clear up a few of Larry’s logistical
questions. While I am sure that this must be a terrific gadget, it displayed a few “familiar”
traits. Larry’s GPS unit occasionally wanted us to turn and take a more direct route, and
as he would key his CB, the distinctly “feminine” voice of his GPS unit would loudly
interrupt him, tell him where to go, and where to turn, as we listened on the CB.
Obviously, Larry has a wonderful wife, and he knew he would miss her so badly on this
long-ride, that he brought this GPS unit along to talk to him.  However, while Larry
questions the sanity of meeting at 4:30 a.m., with 30 degree temps, for a 500 mile ride for
15 hours, through gusting winds and sea spray, these conditions ensured that our GPS
(Generally Pretty Sarcastic) units would stay home. Oh, and Butch, Frankie and Gordon
agree with this line of reasoning ( I figure the more turkeys there are to shoot at, the less
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chance there is of the one turkey getting all the arrows).  Any comments, about the
biological GPS units may be sent to: I’m a dead man now @ erols.com.
See you on the road, (with my bulletproof vest on)
Greg

May 21st was a beautiful day to attend Fredericksburg Motorsports open house. Five of
us, Gordon, Greg, Butch, Frankie & Richard met there and put our bikes on display. Greg
lined us up perfectly straight (he sure is a stickler for details) and out came the rags &
Honda spray. Soon after Larry rode up and visited with us and shortly after that Karen
and Alec came and stayed till we left. We spent the day sitting behind the bikes and
watching Gordon talk to anyone who looked at them. We did manage to give applications
to two Goldwing owners who showed up and invited them to join us at our meeting. Even
Dave Calahan (Dave, where are you?) stopped by for a visit while Sharon's bike was
inspected. Of course, Julie and Nancy waited till lunchtime to show up and share in the
hotdogs and soda's provided by FMS. Overall, it was an enjoyable day for all.
Gordon

FOR SALE

1995 YAMAHA FZR 600
WITH ONLY 15,000 MILES

INCLUDED:
FULL D&D CHROME EXHAUST
TWO FULL SIZE HELMETS
COLORED WINDSCREEN
CLEAR WINDSCREEN
STAGE 3 JET KIT
K&H AIR FILTER

ONLY $3000
CALL JOE PITTMAN AT 373-4775 
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FOR SALE:  Honda Metropolitan II Scooter.  In excellent condition with very low
mileage.  Included is a new full face matching helmet.  $1500 for both.  Call Kathy
@ 540-371-9296 or e-mail  joflute@cox.net.

As many of you know, I have been the newsletter editor for several (I don’t even
know how many) years.  I have enjoyed doing it and have learned a lot.  However, it
is time that I give up this position.  I can’t seem to devote the time that I use to on it
and so have let many of you down lately.  For this reason, I will be stepping down
as newsletter editor at the end of this year.  I am looking for someone to take over
this position.  I will be more than willing to help anyone get started and “show
them the ropes”.  I have all the needed software and information.  This has been a
wonderful, fun time, but as with anything it is time to move on and let someone
else step up.   Anyone interested please contact me or Jim.  Thanks for all your
help, encouragement and support.     Kathy
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UPCOMING EVENTS

June 11th:  Ch. V Chicken’ Pickin”
June 12th:  Ch. D Rivah Rally Fish Fry
June 18th:  Ch Y Fundraiser
June 25th:  Chapter E Tour-De-Burg (See Flyer at

Meeting)
June 25th:  Fredericksburg Fairgrounds- Big Boy Toy Show
July 4 – July 8: GWRRA Wing Ding XXVII – Fort Wayne, IN

** GOLDWINGS are our Specialty – Why Go
Anywhere Else? **

Why take your baby to a shop that might see one
or two Wings a month, when that’s all we do!

From Vintage GL1000’s to the latest GL1800’s,
we are your 1-Stop-Shop for SERVICE, PARTS and

ACCESSORIES.  We can meet or beat any Internet Price on tires or goodies –
give us a call

BEFORE you place your order – we either have it in stock or can get it!
Plus we provide high quality installation and customization services.

!!!!!Of Course, we offer GWRRA and other Club discounts EVERY DAY!!!!!
Call us today about hosting your Chapter’s next Garage Meeting in our

BRAND NEW SHOP
ASK US ABOUT OUR COMPLETE GOLD or PLATINUM MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS –
STARTING at $ 99.00, and COMING SOON – EXPRESS WHILE YOU WAIT OIL & TIRE

CHANGES!

----------------------------------------

!!!NOW IN STOCK – THE NEW CABERG HELMETS !!!!

(formerly Jarrow Mono X2) –

The only convertible full-face        3/4 flip-front with integrated sunglasses – why have 2
helmets/headsets when this one helmet has it all???  Just $ 299.95!

IT’S TIRES TIME AGAIN

NOW IN STOCK – DUNLOP ELITE 3’S

(WE ALSO CARRY  BRIDGESTONE AND AVON)

INSTALLED incl. DYNAMIC BALANCING - Examples:

GL1800 – DUNLOP ELITE 3’S - $ 384.00*   DUNLOP D250’S - $ 347.00*

GL1500 – DUNLOP ELITE 3’S -  360.00*

High Quality Service – Competitive Pricing – Pick Up and Delivery Available
Open Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9-1 and Sun. and Mon. By Appointment

* Not subject to additional discounts
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FATHERS' DAY HISTORY

Sonora Dodd, of Washington, first had the idea of a "father's day." She thought of the
idea for Father's Day while listening to a Mother's Day sermon in 1909.
Sonora wanted a special day to honor her father, William Smart. Smart, who was a Civil
War veteran, was widowed when his wife died while giving birth to their sixth child. Mr.
Smart was left to raise the newborn and his other five children by himself on a rural farm
in eastern Washington state.
After Sonora became an adult she realized the selflessness her father had shown in
raising his children as a single parent. It was her father that made all the parental
sacrifices and was, in the eyes of his daughter, a courageous, selfless, and loving man.
Sonora's father was born in June, so she chose to hold the first Father's Day celebration
in Spokane, Washington on the 19th of June, 1910.
President Calvin Coolidge, in 1924, supported the idea of a national Father's Day. Then
in 1966 President Lyndon Johnson signed a presidential proclamation declaring the 3rd
Sunday of June as Father's Day. President Richard Nixon signed the law which finally
made it permanent in 1972.

QUOTES ABOUT DAD

"A father is always making his baby into a little woman. And when she is a woman
he turns her back again." -- Enid Bagnold

"It no longer bothers me that I may be constantly searching for father figures; by
this time, I have found several and dearly enjoyed knowing them all." -- Alice
Walker

"None of you can ever be proud enough of being the child of SUCH a Father who
has not his equal in this world-so great, so good, so faultless. Try, all of you, to
follow in his footsteps and don't be discouraged, for to be really in everything like
him none of you, I am sure, will ever be. Try, therefore, to be like him in some
points, and you will have acquired a great deal." -- Victoria, Queen of England

"That is the thankless position of the father in the family-the provider for all, and
the enemy of all." -- J. August Strindberg

"It is a wise father that knows his own child." -- William Shakespeare

"It doesn't matter who my father was; it matters who I remember he was." -- Anne
Sexton

"One father is more than a hundred schoolmasters." -- English Proverb
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"To be a successful father . . . there's one absolute rule: when you have a kid,
don't look at it for the first two years." -- Ernest Hemingway

"A man knows when he is growing old because he begins to look like his father." --
Gabriel García Márquez

"I cannot think of any need in childhood as strong as the need for a father's
protection." -- Sigmund Freud

"I watched a small man with thick calluses on both hands work fifteen and sixteen
hours a day. I saw him once literally bleed from the bottoms of his feet, a man who
came here uneducated, alone, unable to speak the language, who taught me all I
needed to know about faith and hard work by the simple eloquence of his
example." -- Mario Cuomo

"Be kind to thy father, for when thou wert young,
Who loved thee so fondly as he?
He caught the first accents that fell from thy tongue,
And joined in thy innocent glee."
-- Margaret Courtney

"If the new American father feels bewildered and even defeated, let him take
comfort from the fact that whatever he does in any fathering situation has a fifty
percent chance of being right." -- Bill Cosby

"Blessed indeed is the man who hears many gentle voices call him father!" --
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